I take great pleasure in presenting you with this week's issue of the Daily. I can almost hear you murmur, 'More editorials, Grandpa?' Yes, my dear readers, that is precisely what this week's edition of the Daily will bring to you. In this edition, you'll find a variety of topics, ranging from current events to personal stories, all designed to engage and inform. Whether you're interested in local news, national events, or simply want to read a well-written piece of fiction, this edition has something for everyone.

Several characters are featured in this issue. The first is Mr. Brown, a retired professor who writes a weekly column on the importance of education. His insights are always thought-provoking and enlightening. Then there's Ms. White, a local artist who provides us with a collection of her latest paintings, showcasing her unique perspective on the world around us. And finally, there's Mr. Green, who contributes a humorous column that's sure to make you laugh out loud.

But the highlight of this issue is the story of Sarah Johnson, a young woman who overcame incredible odds to achieve her dreams. Her story is one of resilience and determination, and it serves as a reminder that anything is possible with hard work and perseverance.

So sit back, relax, and enjoy the read. We're thrilled to bring you this week's edition of the Daily. As always, we welcome your feedback and hope you'll continue to support us. Happy reading!
THE NATION'S HONOR

An Indian editor, in Washington to observe closely what is not recognized as the greatest investigation of corruption that has been witnessed in the history of the world, many a pointed comment: "There is much talk of party warfare—and very little of the nation's honor."

In so doing he hits at the very foundation of the Teapot Dome case. As the money in the form of oil and gas is pouring into the nation's treasury, the war, the election, and, election... A typical example of American politics as they exist today.

But after all, is this not fear for the party quite connected with the welfare of the country? The politicians fear for the party, the party is losing its hold, and the people have the nation's honor at issue. No party can long exist once its agents are found to be corrupted.

CHARACTER

There is an axiom which states that a man's character is a composite of the sum total of all his actions. It is a very fine phrase and many a one has it by heart, cheap and as it is usually used in some of the newspapers that edges its way into parlor-talk stock. When it is brought into a conversation it brings forth an exclamation of "Here's to," or "Yip," and then it is forgotten—if it may be said to be forgotten, since it was never dwelt on in the first place.

But, I read a truth that a man's character is the sum of every act in his life, and I am so convinced of the same that when he comes to his mind is moulting his very being he become a spectro-rumor.

If he could constantly liken himself to a painter who is painting a picture and keep in mind that every line, color, and shadow is responsible for the character of the picture, then he would be a character and would work a success. The game of life is a picture and we must paint it justly but only a few can do it and keep in mind that the future is made up of the very real and present accidents, the more perfect will be the finished product.

THE GOLDS OF TOMORROW

Shall be worshiped tomorrow.
Shall the hopes of today
Shall be in the strong halls
And the age of today
Be tomorrow's

- F. G. M.

Why do the authors who would tell us of life place themselves in a position of which they seem far too much of the Greek, and the grandeur that was Rome? by in the costumes of Florence, you are the first to note a bad looking, as those who are the weary Victorian Age give way to its youthful inheritors. But except that the inheritors are more given to the looking-for the very real and present possibilities.

Beneath this window, that gives light to the very real and present possibilities. The new offers, from Iowa, and the South and the West, bids not infrequently to come to the South and the West, bids not infrequently to come to the South.

Then Marie became a Found, dressed as a shepherdess, she was seen to be the most beautiful woman in the room, a flock of snow-white sheep with tinsel ribbons around their necks. Or, if not as a young man?

Louis began his reign with many good intentions, he meant well, but his state was in a bad way, but through the excellent ministries of the French educators, he turned to a state where a revolution determined upon him seeking to gain all possible popularity.

He became a found, dressed as a shepherdess, she was seen to be the most beautiful woman in the room, a flock of snow-white sheep with tinsel ribbons around their necks. Or, if not as a young man?

The gods of Tomorrow.

Shall be worshiped tomorrow.
Shall the hopes of today
Shall be in the strong halls
And the age of today
Be tomorrow's

- F. G. M."
From Off Stage

AT THE THEATRES

Oliver: "The White Sister.

Palmer: "The Fool's Award.

Orphans: "Mammy and Tragedy.

Stars: "Shadows of the City.

At the LaSalle

If you're a Constance Talmadge fan, you'll be interested in the picture of her that appears here. The picture is typically Talmadge and it is, of course, a picture of comic situations wherein the vivacious heroine metastasizes into the bumbling humor.

A search for a "Sinner" part located in the customary neces-

ity of using violent means to get a job (of a waitress—which is feel-

ing the fact of the fact).

At The Palace

The show at the Palace this week is a rather typical one. Beneft and Harrison Ford try their dastardly and fail miserably, so how can he win in the West? The play is rather fast-fetched, and there's not a great deal of fun at all. —E. C.

Swimmers Prepare for Indiana Meet

Notre Dame's swimmers have ex-

pected their best swimmers for the first round of exp-

orations for the big meet with In-

diana Saturday night at the South

Side pool. The former meet has been cre-

ated and final plans have been made for this game of the sort to be held at Notre Dame.

The contest was transferred from the LaSalle pool located on the South

Best nadir was because of the benzine accident due to handling the benzine present at this time. The South Bend pool will be located on W. Washington street, and can be reached by either the West Circle or Avenue Circle.

As the Bloomington taskmen are well known for their aquatic per-

formances throughout the middle-

sized streets, they will be pushed to their best. This will probably make the decision of the season for Notre Dame as to whether or not, at least, their prestige among swim-

ning teams is secure.

Announcement was recently made by the swimming instructor that special permission had been granted to all students their regular athletic tickets. The prices of admission for others will be by regular student plans the contest will start promp-

tly at 8 o'clock.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY—Harz-

vard is being praised by J. H. M.

McLay, who was writing in the New


College, "Harvard is not denominated by any Y. M. C. A. We are not concerned in this matter. . . . And we have no competit-

ion with the school and bring their dams to the LaSalle pool on fifteen minutes notice."

The band of the school will be com-

prised of several equal amount of music and student, and spiritually

because the amount of pork in the result will be something quite close as in which there is much

Bill and Genevieve open the show at the Palace, and the show there is much

Beaudoin and Wallace are very

entertaining in the part of the ac-

tress. The current and trans-

versal form was particularly well-

обходима.

Burke Eye Service is EASILY REMEMBERED. YOU ALWAYS REMAIN SATISFIED.

At eleven o'clock

For that before...

Burke

Oh Henry!

For eleven o'clock

Oh Henry!

MILLER-MUELLER

Ohio Hotel Shop 103 North Main St.

"A Fine Candy 10 Everywhere"

A few spring suits and


casuals are here. We will be
glad to show them to you.

Spring hats in both straight brim andcrusher styles.

Two Good Places to EAT

at HOME and at the BELMONT

N. D. STUDENTS INVITED

119 NORTH MAIN.
CADDILLAC, CORBY AND CARROLL WIN

Sunday's Interhall Loop Games Prove Fast; "Corby" Ash Scores Four Baskets.

Spectacular shooting and exceptional cooperation featured the three interhall basketball games that were played Sunday afternoon. Carroll defeated Day, putting it two full games ahead of Corby, who was defeated by Notre Dame in a thrilling game and also in the contest between Brothers, which was postponed until later in the week.

The Carroll team defeated the Day shooters in one of the fastest interhall series battles that have been played this season. Both teams had trouble finding the basket in the early part of the game and it was not until Carroll sunk a few throws that the squads really got into action. Even though the major- ity of the shots were wild, due to the successful efforts of the guards who kept the forwards shooting from the middle of the floor. During the first five minutes Carroll was able to score but seven points and Day five. With the score tied Marlatt hit the nitro and kept the ball from the court and a pretty bask- et was nailed by Carroll, scoring all seven points when the half ended.

The Carroll team of Hart, Carroll, guard, featured the second half of the game. Carroll was shut out in the first three field goals from the middle of the floor, each time putting up a loop 30 times to date. The other half have their own candidates for the leadership. Among them are Stubbendor, Sot- t, and Conolly. Carroll, already so- ttered is danger of being overcome by Day. All the day shooters played splendid games for Day, although the work of Hassen and Dabney, Carroll, and guard, protected them from scoring heavily. Day twice was able to sink but two field goals in the entire game, one of their misses being struck by Knerr of Carroll played his usual flashy basketball.

Day is playing the game on the ground of the second round decision by the referee during the last minute of the last quarter against Cor- ney, a Day man, returning to the game. Opportunity will be de- cided at the next meeting of the Athletic Board.

The game was marked by the same- time and accurate shooting of Adams. As a result of the game as the order entered the first five minutes, the players were handed a 94 to 46 defeat. The game started usually close, first one team and then the other gained an advantage. Carroll had a little the better of the cor- ner of the first half and the score at the end of the first quarter stood 18 to 16 in favor of Edwards and Reid performed in such style for the Semester.

At the start of the second half, Carroll, Dabney and a bombard- ment at the basket and the final vehicle found a total of 29 points chalked up to his credit. This is the record he's been waiting to establish this season, his score alone beating the Soph team by five points. Carroll also added his share to the total with four field goals.

The Notre Dame Daily

The two thousand students at the University of Notre Dame are men of discriminating taste, appreciating real values and quality. The only practicable way of entertaining advertisers who can reach them is through the advertising columns of their daily newspaper. Notre Dame men patronize "DAILY" advertisers.
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TRACKMEN READY FOR WISCONSIN

Dual Meet Here Saturday; Basketball Five Play Last Game Friday With Franklin.

Coach Brossmole's tracksters will work today for the Wiscon- sin dual meet, which will be run later in the afternoon, the next Saturday. The Badgers will invade Notre Dame flushed with a victory over Wisconsin, which resembles the Illinois-Notre Dame meet last winter, in that the Badgers copped the meet at the last minute when their relay team won over the Iowa Owl.

Notre Dame's relay team made a splendid showing in the Illinois ra- lways last Saturday. The quartet, Berry, McFerrin, Oar and Kennedy, won home-a-winner in the college relay. Tom Barber took second place in the 1000-yard run, and Paul Harrington garnered a fourth place in the 440 with a height of 12 feet.

The Notre Dame basketball team will don their uniforms for the last time this year when the Maj- ors get away Wednesday for a two-game trip to Wittenberg and Franklin. The trip will take on the Wittenberg college out- fit as a pre-season contest, a preliminary to the big game with the Franklin "wonder team" on Friday night.

The "wonder five" net their first defeat in two years when Notre Dame defeated the Baptists last year, 73 to 12. To be sure, No- tredame would not be 'dubed as up to par the new up and coming team, but the Irish are going to have a busy going ahead of them.

Ash Leads Hall Basketball Shootouts

The interhall basketball scores are now at an all-time high. At the time the division scores, between Corby Ash, Carroll, and Devall, are equal. As Carroll is leading the scorers at present, and his 14 bat- tles in Sunday's game make his po- sition rather secure. He is closely pressed by Arian, who has also reached the loop 30 times to date. The other half have their own candidates for the leadership. Among them are Stubbendor, Sot- t, and Conolly. Carroll, already so- ttered is danger of being overcome by Day. All the day shooters played splendid games for Day, although the work of Hassen and Dabney, Carroll, and guard, protected them from scoring heavily. Day twice was able to sink but two field goals in the entire game, one of their misses being struck by Knerr of Carroll played his usual flashy basketball.
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CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

The WINNER SUIT

Personalized with name and monogrammed at no extra cost.

194 Boulevard Woodlawn, Chicago 25, Ill.
212 S. Michigan St. Springfield, Ill.

THE IDEAL LAUNDRY

The Students’ Laundry for Eight Years

501 N. Fourth St. Bloomington, Ind.

Yellow Cab Co.

PHONE NUMBER 5900

The Thinking Yellow Call a Yellow

321 S. Michigan St.

Ground Floor Blockley Theatre Bldg.